RIGHTSIDE VIEW

NOTES:
1. R120 SHOWN ABOVE IS EQUIPPED WITH STANDARD NIKON G-MOUNT, BUT WITHOUT BATTERY OR OPTICAL LOW-PASS FILTER INSTALLED.
2. OPTICAL LOW-PASS FILTER ASSEMBLY (AD-2MA1219), WHEN INSTALLED, ADDS APPROXIMATELY 2.0mm TO BACK FOCAL DISTANCE AND OVERALL CAMERA LENGTH.
3. BODY CAP, WHEN INSTALLED, ADDS APPROXIMATELY 4.5mm TO OVERALL CAMERA LENGTH.
NOTE: ACCESS MUST BE MAINTAINED AT REAR FOR INSERTION/REMOVAL OF CINEFLASH DRIVES.
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NOTE: ACCESS MUST BE MAINTAINED AT REAR FOR INSERTION/REMOVAL OF CINEFLASH DRIVES.
LEFTSIDE VIEW WITHOUT BATTERY OR CINEFLASH INSTALLED

LEFTSIDE VIEW WITH BPU-30 BATTERY INSTALLED

LEFTSIDE VIEW WITH CINEFLASH INSTALLED